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I

Intro 00:15
info wars the most banned network in the world, the frontlines of the information war. It's
Alex Jones.

A

Alex Jones 00:33
Look, I'm not here to give you bad news for no reason. I believe in you. And I believe that
when you're faced with a big problem, you want the truth so you can take action against
it. Joe Biden stole the election, Joe Biden's incredibly unpopular. Joe Biden is an empty
husk, the most perfect definition of a puppet of the system. And they've got him ready
that after he's just credited in a year or so to remove him and have Kamala Harris or
somebody else in there. That's their plan. We told you it was coming. You knew it was
coming. It's it's right there.

A

AJ 01:07
And that's why they're so scared of Trump wanted to have this fake trial and try to
discredit him. But because they said 50 times what he said they had to drop it a week
early because they knew it was so embarrassing. No one was really watching. They
thought about 10% of the ratings they thought and the people that did were turning
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against them for like you're the ones burned other cities down. What the hell are you
talking about? A couple people beaten up some cops and breaking into some doors you
call Pearl Harbor? Here are these weird ass trial lawyers. Let me tell you, man, not against
lawyers in general. But if you look at the leader of the impeachment, and you look they're
all crazy. Dirty. dandruff covered hunchbacked. Star Wars spacebar? lawyers. I mean, this
is a group of scum. They're out there smiling in the cameras and like, I'm a movie star, and
they're all getting off on this. It's disgusting.

A

Alex Jones 02:06
So next segment, we're gonna go to the heart of the matter of what they worship and
what they support and what they back. Because now two weeks in a row Saturday Night
Live makes jokes about pedophilia and about sex crimes against children, when it's all on
record. We're gonna hit that coming up next segment. But I wanted to read this right now
because it's powerful. And again, I want to explain something. I didn't support President
Trump, because it expanded my show. I supported President Trump because I knew he
meant well and was trying to bring sovereignty back to this country. And the Globalists
were legitimately pissed at him, didn't mean I agreed with a lot of the things he did, or
some of the decisions he made. But he was surrounded by lying traders, that would sit
there and tell him that it was high noon when it was actually black midnight.

A

AJ 03:00
I got persecuted for supporting Trump. You got persecuted for supporting Trump. But we're
not losers because we supported President Trump. He really won that election. And I don't
just say that, if he lost, I'd say he lost I'd still say we have a Chinese Agent in Charge. I
don't lie to myself. Maybe I did when I was 10 years old, but not since about then. I want to
know what's really going on. That's what gives me an effectiveness in my life. Power,
effectiveness. Knowing how to navigate knowing how to get stuff done, that's what I want.
And so when I got persecuted for supporting President Trump, I said, well, Christ said, You
will be persecuted in my name. When you're doing good, the world's gonna attack you.
When you're doing good. The system is going to come after you. You're gonna be
persecuted, but rejoice in that. And I'd already experienced that before Trump came
along. What they don't want you to talk about is what you need to be talking about.
Trump's basically bankrupt, he's not just lost 2 billion out of the inside baseball, they've got
4 or 5000 lawsuits against him. But you know what, he's not a defeated man. He's actually
stronger than ever. And he understands that and if more men were like President Trump
and more men were like the supporters this broadcast, I mean that he would be in this
position, but he understands leadership, like Colonel Travis did at the Alamo.
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A

Alex Jones 04:30
Travis knew he was gonna be killed when he sent that final letter. He knows what's about
to happen. But he couldn't back down because he believed the cause he signed on to it.
He wasn't suicidal. He loved life. But he loved it so much like Jesus Christ said he was
willing to lay it down for others. So that's what this comes down to. So nowhere Do you
really see the president statement you hear he made one but you don't really. It may be a
line here, a line there. Let's read the whole thing together. Right now.

A

AJ 05:00
It's beautiful he said it's totally true. National Fall wrote the story. It's up at infowars.com
President Trump released a statement on second impeachment acquittal. President
Trump through the Office of the former president released a statement celebrating his
second senate impeachment acquittal. Damn right he's a man of the arena!m Like oh
look! he's under attack. He's like, Oh Jones you're under attack. They're coming after you
What do you think I did? You think I did this stuff to be attacked? He's a god. Did this I
don't expect a war?? That's what you people don't get! I'm talking to our enemies. You
think I just want to line my pockets and sit around with you in some Country Club. Bunch
of empty people? I feel good fighting evil. I feel alive. I feel strong.

A

Alex Jones 05:45
You understand that? You can put a gun to my head and I'm not backing down. You dumb
sons of bitches. You think we want to be with you? We don't want to be with you. I'm
gonna stop right now and read the statement. I just get so sick of these damn people think
we want to like Joy Reed- Oh, you want to be Hollywood? That's why you're no, we don't
want to be Hollywood lady. No, we don't. No, we don't. No we don't! Get that through your
damn head. I'm sorry, I don't like your ass. But just stay the hell away from me. Stop saying
I want you.

A

AJ 06:18
Sorry. I want to first thank my team of dedicated lawyers and others for their tireless work
upholding justice and defending truth, wrote President Trump. My deepest thanks as well,
to all the United States senators and members of Congress who stood proudly for the
Constitution. We all revere and for the sacred legal principles, at the heart of our country.
Our cherished Constitutional Republic was founded on the impartial rule of law. The
indisputable safeguard and indispensable safeguard for our liberties, our rights and our
freedoms. He added. It is a sad commentary on our times. That one political party in
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America is given a free pass to denigrate the rule of law and fame law enforcement cheer
mobs, excuse riots and transformed justice into a tool of political vengeance, and
persecute, blacklist, cancel and suppress all people and viewpoints with whom or which
they disagree. I've always and always will, be a champion for the unwavering rule of law,
the heroes of law enforcement and the right of Americans to peacefully and honorably
debate the issues of the day without malice and without hate.

A

Alex Jones 07:34
President Trump compared the impeachment trial with the previous witch hunts he faced
referring to the wasteful Mueller report, and the thinly constructed impeachment trial over
hearsay regarding a call to Ukraine's leaders, this has been yet another phase of the
greatest witch hunt in the history of our country. No president has ever gone through
anything like it. And that's true. That's the key. And it continues because our opponents
cannot forget the almost 75 million people (way more than that), the greatest number
ever for a sitting president who voted as just a few months ago, and that's thing Trump
had victory. It's there, even though they lie about it, folks. He won those other six states by
half a point or less, you want to buy five points on average. You understand that that's
like, way more than quadruple the number of victory numbers. That's why they're
crapping their bridges. They claim white men crossed over to put Trump under because
45% of black men voted for him. No one buys this crap, ladies and gentlemen. They didn't
steal it. They came in they took it from us.

A

AJ 08:41
I also want to convey my gratitude to the millions of decent, hard working, law abiding
and God and country loving citizens who have bravely supported these important
principles in this very difficult and challenging time. Our historic, patriotic and beautiful
movement to make America great again, has just begun, only just begun. In the months
ahead, I have much more to share with you. I look forward to continuing our incredible
journey together to achieve American greatness for all of our people. There has never
been anything like it. We have so much work ahead of us. And soon we will emerge with a
vision for a bright, radiant, and a limitless American future, he wrote together there is
nothing we cannot accomplish. Damn right. We remain one people, despite what the
democrats do. You see that? We remain one people, one family, one glorious nation under
God. And it's our responsibility to preserve this magnificent heritage for our children and
our generations to Americans to come. May God bless all of you and may God bless
forever and bless the United States of America. Because they're saying we can't have a
national anthem there are erasing it and conquering us with chicom evil So choose which
side you're on. And don't take this step as a defeat, taken as the enemy showing
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themselves and putting a literal zombie in as the president. I'm going to come back and
get into the enemy's real operations and key Intel straight ahead.

A

Alex Jones 10:30
Yesterday, my wife walked in. She says, What are you listening to? It was like some wild
black preacher. I said, you know what I'm listening to -I'm listening to what I liked to listen
to. the most everything I watched about India, Japan, Russia, everywhere, Mexico. But it is
true, they want to make a joke. They go Jones sounds like some crazy black Southern
Baptist preacher. Well, I'm not trying to imitate some Southern blacks. preacher. That's
just how, that's how I come off. That's what I'm saying. That's what I'm doing. That's just
who I am, ladies and gentlemen. And I am kind of a preacher because I believe in
humanity. And I believe in God. And I know this new world order is evil, and I got their
damn number. And I'm not going along with anything they're doing. That doesn't mean
I'm perfect doesn't mean I got all the answers. Because it was one of these preachers, they
just fight with each other all day about it. Who's got the closest thing on God? I just know
we need God during a time like this.

A

AJ 11:25
So Saturday Night Live is real funny. They got all sorts of jokes. And last couple of weeks
ago during the Superbowl that just last weekend- seems like a million years ago, they
made a joke about Papa john not Papa John's being like a john getting a prostitute as a
pun and about sex trade and Q and made a joke out of it. And the Superbowl is one of the
biggest sex trade operations out there. Well, there's a new video SNL takes aim at Qanon
with which trying to find children captured by globalist sex traffickers. Now, I've got stacks
of news every day without looking about the UN and global government and Jeffrey
Epstein and child kidnapping. Some people say oh, well, they're just being funny. No,
they're turning it into a joke. How about you tell a joke about that car pile up that injured
100 people and killed seven up in Fort Worth? How about you tell a joke about the
Holocaust? It's not funny. So why is it okay when it's a joke about dead children? Because
they want to turn it or kidnap children. They want to turn it into a joke. So here's last
week's joke about Papa john, then we'll play in the new one

S

SNL 12:35
moment in history you'll see empassione commercials, this one almost brought me to
tears
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S

SNL ad in clip

12:40

in these times what you stand for matters more than ever. We've learned once again that
freedom isn't free. But we must always strive for equality. And we must always reach for
cheezits, historically delicious.

S

SNL2 13:02
Wow. truly inspired

S

SNL3 13:03
What the hell?

S

SNL4 13:06
That was a commercial for cheezits

S

SNL5 13:08
really makes you think.

S

SNL6 13:11
Right, boom. But look, don't worry. to balance out the so called progressive ads. We're
also wearing some of the more conservative slant like this one.

S

SNL ad in clip

13:21

At Papa John's we know you want real ingredients. no additives. no preservatives, and no
child sex trafficking in the basement. Sorry, Democrats. You'll have to get your child sex
pizza over at Hillary's pizzeria. It's a Okay. Stop by with your Q-pon today.

A

AJ 13:43
makes a big joke out of it. I mean, let's go to the next one.

S

SNL 13:49
Despite joe biden's inauguration, millions of people still believe in the Q anon conspiracy
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theory here to help explain it is a member of Q anon. Please welcome Stephanie green.

S

SNL- witch 13:58
Very good to be here, today

S

SNL 14:07
Yes, well, thank you for being here. Stephanie. You said you're a single gal from Ohio.

S

SNL- witch 14:13
is fresh, normal girl. I work in an office for business. Coffee pencils, the whole nine yards,
yes.

S

SNL 14:22
And you're a member of Q anon.

S

SNL- witch 14:24
Oh, big time! Yes! Q all the way.

S

SNL 14:29
What is q anon all about?

S

SNL- witch 14:30
Okay. Listen, this. This! Qanon says there is an underground ring of very bad people. They
gather to undermine Trump and to steal elections and to eat children. I hear that and I'm
like, Whoa, where?

S

SNL 14:50
Yeah, well, it's a very disturbing theory. So what do you do with q anon?

S

SNL- witch 14:54
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Yes. We try to get to the bottom of things. This underground cabal, what's the deal? Who's
part of it? how do you get an invite? Is it? Is it reservations? Or is it open table? Are there
enough children to go around? Do you eat them on site? Or do you take them home? Are
there dipping sauces? So much to uncover!

S

SNL 15:22
Yeah, it sounds like you're pretty focused on the eating children part.

A

Alex Jones 15:26
Let's stop right there. If you're a radio listener, you didn't see I just showed you the time
magazine headline from a week ago where they admitted Okay, a secret cabal stole the
election. We even staged stuff at the Capitol they basically admit it all. They have a
woman in a witch's outfit on a comedy show acting like it's news, saying oh Q anon set all
this. But Q anon put dates on it q anon said that the vice president who became the
president by fraud would have been killed on January 20. All of that was meant to
discredit everything real we're talking about. The world government, the New World Order
the Satanism, Disney totally busted running sex rings, all of it. So every week they can say,
oh, there's no sex rings. Oh, there's no children being hurt. Oh, there's no Satanism. That's
why I was so pissed at Qanon and I and I told you, it was gonna happen overhead shot
plays. So! cancel Disney plus trans after Star Wars cancels Gina Carano, for saying the
public shouldn't have helped Hitler round up Jews and America shouldn't be spying on
their neighbors today.

A

AJ 16:34
That got her banned in 10 seconds. Meanwhile, Disney manager was living vicariously
through child porn images. Deputy say Disney hired convicted child molester to work in
2006 kids show AP director of Disney film about troubled teens as registered sex offender.
Some question ABC and Disney's willingness to work with registered sex offenders,
pedophiles and immediately cancel Roseanne for St. George Charles work with Hitler
what she said on 60 minutes. Police undercover massive pedophile ring at Disney, who just
fired her- Disney under fire for argumented pedophiles to work a kid shows. Disney hiresfires guardians director James Gunn after tweets about rape and pedophilia and
pedophile parties. he bragged about having. Former Disney Channel actor alleges
manager sexually assaulted him USA Today. on and on. I've just got literally 50 of these.
Former Disney VP convicted of sexually abusing girl. Cops arrest 16 suspected pedophiles
in child abuse case run by Disney. report at least 6035 Disney World workers arrested in
child sex charges.
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A

Alex Jones 17:48
But doesn't matter the Mandalorian star she's bad. That's the problem. At least they fired
her. Thank God I mean, that's the problem. Jeffrey Epstein. Jeffrey Epstein, financeers
forced his victims into Sham marriages for us visas and a government smuggling
operation. Hell, Biden just opened the borders completely up no big deal. How a leading
anti Trump group ignored a crisis in its ranks. The leaders of the Lincoln project are you
know what? Meanwhile, the Vatican covers it all up. Hillary makes jokes about it. German
nuns rent orphan boys pretty massive gang rapes it's all I'm not gonna hit the whole stack.
I just this is just lately the news breaking. Oh, but it's all a joke. Haha. Papa john. Oh my
gosh. It's so funny Qanon witch, you know, she's up there. She's joking. Kids are being
kidnapped and killed. It's so funny. It's all just a joke. You know, I bet that talk show hosts
just like I predicted what would happen to Bruce Springsteen. Within hours he was
arrested. I think she gets cancer within one year. I think she dies of cancer within two
years. Right back Stay with us.

A

advertisment 19:21
info wars, the most banned network in the world.

A

AJ 19:27
Every product you hear me on air advertising, we have in stock in our warehouse in Austin,
Texas, every product. So if you order it, we've got it shipped out in a couple days.
Sometimes the same day. Leisure's get confused when they hear me talking about the
fact that the supply chain is breaking down and its future orders. Its product we're trying
to reorder to get back in that we're having trouble with. I'm talking about double, triple
quadruple delivery times. And it's across, not just the supplement vitamin mineral industry.
It's across every industry. The globalist have successfully devastated the economy. That's
why I'm saying you need to visit infowar store calm today and get high quality
supplements while you still can. And storable food that for store calm because we have it
in stock, it's ready to ship. But with a supply chain breakdown so prices are going up.
availability is going down and it's just crazy. So please get products while you still can and
support them for Infowars store.com
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